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be a buttress against its east face made necessary by the modifications whilst stone surface (42)
may be contemporary with these alterations. A line of bases along the east wall of the building
and at its south-east corner (F and unnumbered features) occur in positions suggesting that they
belong to this phase and may have been added to strengthen the structural modifications.

In the 'room' defined by blocking walls 24 and 25 to the west and south respectively, mortar,
clay, stone and ash (51) represented the final occupation of the area. Towards the centre of the
building, cobbling (61) was laid against blocking wall 30 and so can be suggested as the first
associated surfacing. This metalling avoided two possible ranges of rooms along either side of the
central part of the building and the site of hearth 38, which may therefore have continued in use.
Hearth 36, to the north, protruded above the level of 61 and so seems likely to have been in use
after its insertion, though the phasing ofits original construction is indeterminate. It is possible that
hearth 37, which seemed to be above phase IV, went out of use when blocking wall 27 was built.

The whole of the area of the building was covered by a layer ofsoil and haphazard stones, with
pea-gravel at its surface (58, 55, 48, 46, 52, 50, 47, 45, 44, 49 and 43). This is the destruction
debris associated with its demise, perhaps disturbed by subsequent ploughing (possible plough
marks were visible on some of the highest phase V bases). The pea-gravel at the surface of the
rubble suggested an horizon impermeable to worms. The robbing of walls 12 and 53 took place
at about the time of this destruction, whilst pit E in the south cut through the debris and is
probably a modern feature.

Editorial Note (ADM)

In the interim report on these excavations (McWhirr 1978, 78) this building was interpreted as an
aislcd building, but as outlined above those concerned directly with the excavation put forward
an alternative explanation and it is, perhaps, unwise to challenge their conclusions. However, it
does still seem possible to view the final phase of this structure as an aisled building. The major
problem in seeing this complex as an open yard surrounded by lean-to structures with roofs
sloping inwards, is concerned with the removal of rainwater. Such an arrangement would collect
a great deal of water in the yard and require some form of drainage in order to avoid becoming
waterlogged during periods of inclement weather. No such drainage was found. Consequently,
it may be prudent to consider the original interpretation of an aisled building as an alternative to
that put forward by the excavators.

DISCUSSION

Archaeologically it is difficult to decide whether a group of buildings is part of one complex and
in single ownership, or whether each building is a separate entity. The wall linking XII, 1 and 2
(fig. 4) might be seen by some to indicate that the two buildings were in single ownership.
Others might see the wall as a joint enterprise between different owners of two buildings who
decided to 'tidy-up' the area by erecting a boundary wall to demarcate private land from that
open to the public. The absence ofa bath suite in XII,2 with all its mosaics and underfloor heating
is perhaps a little unusual for a fourth century building of this quality. Does this indicate that the
owners of XII,2 also had the use of XII, 1 with its bath suite? With the number and quality of
mosaics in XII, 1 it is difficult to see it just as a service building for XII,2, but it is a possibility that
should not be overlooked.

Building XII, 1 and 2, had their own outbuildings which were of similar size. The structure
associated with XII,l was 15m by 8m externally whilst the two outbuildings ofXII,2 were 13m
by 8m for A and 13.2m by 12m for B. Rectangular buildings of this size arc not too common in
towns, but attention has been drawn to the presence of barns at Silchester (Boon 1974, 259) and
of a number of possible agricultural buildings within the walls of Cal/eva. Agricultural
implements have been found at Silchester, some in mixed hoards suggesting that they were the
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property of blacksmiths rather than farmers. However, it does seem perfectly clear that farmers
were living in towns in Britain and farming land outside their walls. Whether the group of
buildings here reported upon is a farm or group of farms cannot be proved, but circumstantial
evidence certainly points that way. Building XII, 2 had a villa-like plan which on its own docs
not prove it was a farm, but when one takes into account the rectangular outbuildings (barns?)
along with the bone weaving tablets and part of a plough then the identification of this building
as a farm looks more convincing. If this is the case, then should we interpret XII, 1 as a farm? The
only evidence in support of such a suggestion is the presence of an outbuilding or barn, but the
use of the word barn presupposes an agricultural interpretation and perhaps the evidence should
not be stretched that far. Suffice it to say that XII, 1 would not look out of place in the countryside
and can be compared with buildings at Withington, Rodmarton and Cherington from the
Cotswolds and which may be of similiar date (RCHM 1976; MeWhirr 1981 a).

Ifit is accepted that at some stage XII,3 was an aisled building then again one could point to more
examples of such buildings from the countryside of Roman Britain than in urban contexts. Some
sort ofcase can be made out for all of the buildings under discussion being connected with agriculture
and that in this part of the town we have a community of farmers. The evidence is far from con
clusive, but the agricultural interpretation put forward is perhaps a useful 'working hypothesis'.

An alternative explanation might be to associate the houses with smiths. From a number of
places in XII, 1 came evidence of iron working, but no structure that could be identified with such
an activity. From the outbuilding (XII, I-A) came a piece of a hearth bottom and smithing slag
(see page 131) and from elsewhere on the site similar pieces were found. In the absence of any
structures connected with iron working, one must bear in mind the possibility that this material
was residual and came onto the site as part of the levelling-up process mentioned throughout the
report. Several hearth bottoms were found in outbuilding B of XII, 2 along with iron rich fuel
ash slag. The aisled (?) building had a number offeatures which may have been hearths connected
with smithing and certainly a number of hearth bottoms as well as smithing slag came from this
area. In addition to the evidence of iron working there was a fragment of corroded copper alloy
with adhering fuel ash slag (see page 131). The use of aisled buildings for such purposes has long
been recognised and most recently commented upon by Hadman (1978, 192-3) and so perhaps an
alternative view might be that these buildings represent a group of smiths who had congregated
together in an area of the town where their activities would not have caused too much
unpleasantness to other people living in the town.

Perhaps the true interpretation is somewhere between the two alternatives put forward above,
namely that the buildings represent a group of farms with their own smithies.

Although the dating evidence for the construction of these buildings is meagre there seems
little doubt that they were first built around the middle of the fourth century, or even, perhaps, a
little later. They were erected in a part of the town which from the limited excavation carried out
below the buildings, appears to have previously remained undeveloped. There arc a number of
areas towards the limits of the town which from observations during redevelopment work have
revealed little evidence of any substantial masonry structures. When the Waterloo car park was
laid out (insula XVI) little was noted, and likewise when a pipe trench was dug across City Bank
Field (south-east of insula X) nothing was reported. Clearly such observations arc not
particularly reliable, but they do at least hint at the possibility that sizeable parts of the 240 acre
defended city were not densely occupied with stone buildings. Timber structures rnay, ofcourse,
have existed and were not spotted during the observation work mentioned above, or in the small
areas excavated below the buildings in insula XII. An indication that the town was not short of
land can, perhaps, be judged from the lack of extra mural buildings alongside the main roads
leading to the city's gates. Despite extensive modern house building to the north-cast of the
Verulamium Gate no buildings have been reported along rhe Fosse Way-Akeman Street.
Likewise no structures have been noted outside the Gloucester or Silchester Gates, only burials
(for which see CE II). The only area where a building has been found outside the walls is between
the Bath Gate and the amphitheatre where a rectangular structure stood end-on to the Fosse Way
(see CE II), but this area where people regularly passed on the way to the arena, is very different
from the other areas just mentioned.



MOSAICS
by

Dr D.J. Smith

The excavations in Beeches Road uncovered thirteen mosaics in different states of preservation.
All but one, which had been almost entirely destroyed, were briefly described and discussed by
the present writer in an Appendix ro the Ninth Interim Report on the excavations (hereafter cited
as 1973),1 and ten of these have recently been more fully described and commented upon by Mr.
David S. Neal. 2

The remains of the mosaic not described hitherto - Mosaic 13 below' - comprised only two
fragments. One was approximately ovoid and c. 1.0 X 0.50m (c. 3ft. 3in. X 1ft. 9in.). They are
recorded in the site notebook CY IV as follows:- 'Fragmentary mosaic, still in situ above the
hypocaust, resting on layer 25 which is the mortar base. Noted by David Neal at the time of
excavation: traces guilloche with meander border, with an outer border of single strand
guilloche? or possible step path [sic: pattern?]. The interior of the pavement appears to have been
decorated with flowers. What appears to be the remainder of a petal tip was visible. '.
Reconstruction, and comment on the design or pattern, are impossible.

To describe the other 'mosaics again would be superfluous. The present note is therefore
confined to a commentary in the light of the reports on the pottery and coins from the
excavations (pp. 100, 153) and of the study of Roman mosaics in Britain since 1973.5 The
numbering of the mosaics below combines that of the Ninth Interim Report and that of Neal:
e.g. 1/25A is Mosaic 1 in the Report and Neal's no. 25, panel A; 2(a)/25B is Mosaic 2, panel (a) in
the Report and Neal's 25, panel B; 3/26 is 3 in the Report and Neal's 26; and so on.

At the time of writing Mosaic 1/25A is undergoing conservation preparatory to display in the
Corinium Museum. Mosaics 2(a)-(b)/25B-C and 3/26 are already on display in the Museum.
The better preserved square of guilloche in 7/28 has been restored and is now on display in the
Cotswold Sport Centre, Cirencester. Parts of others are in store in the Museum.

DATING

It must be emphasized that there was very little excavation of the levels over which the mosaics
had been laid, that only very few sherds and no coins were recovered from these levels, and that
most of the sherds appear to have come with make-up brought from an earlier site elsewhere
(p. 166). This pottery nevertheless affords a terminus post quem for all but one of the"mosaics, viz.:-

Building XII, 1: Fig. 7

Room/Area No.
CQ XII Mosaic 1/25A .
CQ X/XII "2(a)/25B .
CQ X "2(b)/25C. .

post 270/300
post 270
post 270

I Antiq.Journ. LIII (1973), pp. 214-8. I am indebted to Dr. A.D. McWhirr for this opportunity to offer an up-to-date
review of these mosaics.

2 Roman Mosaics in Britain: an Introduction to their Schemes and a Catalogue oj Paintings (Britannia Monographs I, 1981:
hereafter cited as N cal).

3 This must not be confused with Mosaic 13 in the Ninth Interim Report, p. 218 (sec n.1), which was discovered on
a different site.

4 Information from Mr. McWhirr, communicated in 1982.
5 In addition to Neal sec the present writer's 'Roman mosaics in Britain: a synthesis' in R. Parioli Campanati (ed.), 11

Mosaico Antico (Ravenna, 1984; hereafter Smith 1984), csp pp. 366-72, 373-4.
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CQ V
CQ XXIX
CQ XXXVI

MOS~l i (.. 3/26 .
4 (N eJI p.56 11.1: 1I0t catalogued) .
5 (N eal p. 56 n .l : not catalogued ) .

POst 3tM1/330
2 2nd-cellt. shcrds belo w
Post 3(MJ/330+ ( ) shcrd)

Elll ildill.~ X II, 2: Fig . 3 t

CX VI
CX IX
C Y II
CX VII
CX XII I
CX XV
CX X
C Y IV

MOSJic 6/21 .
712X .
XI2') .
9I311 .

11l/3) .
11 /32 .
12/33 .
13 (N eal, p. 5(" n.l : not catalogued) .

post nlll."\m+
no excavation below
post n1l/3lMJ+
post 3lMJ+
post 150/2m
post 3tMH
post 250/210+
-lth-ccnt , sherds bel ow

For details of the corpus number of the above mOSJ;CS see pJge 257.

It is also IH.' ce SSJry . ho wever. to take acco unt of the reports 0 11 the po ttery and coi ns from the site
in genera l (pp . IlXltT.. 153fT.). Bot h ar least tend to suggest th at the buildings wi th the mosaics
were co nstructed no t earlier dun c. 350 . EVl'1l so, these buildings may not have been erected
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67. Mosaic 2(a)/25B and 2(b)/25C (The Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England)
Draw n by Da vid S. Nea l

contemporaneously. and both were modifi ed and enlarged more than once and on no occasion
certainly simultaneously. Furthermore. no mosaic is dem onstrably an ori ginal feature o f either
building or contemporary with any other. and most were certainly added during or even after
modifications to the buildings. It seems the refore reasonably safe to say that they form the on ly
large, externally dated , group of late fourth-century mo saics at present known from any urban
site in Britain.
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()t) . M O SJ ic (,/27 (The Royal C om m ission 011 the Hi sto rical Monument s of England)
DrdU'tI by J)lll'id S. Nea!
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70. Mosaic 712S (Thc Royal Commission on thc Historical Monuments of England )
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71. Mosaic 8 / '29 (T he Roya l Commissio n on the Historical Monum ents of England)

Drall'tJ by DazJid S . !'..It'al
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72. Mosaic C)/ J(I (T il l ' Ro yal Co nuni ssron o n the l lisro ric.il MOIHIJ1Jl 'lI h o f Eng LlIld)

AT TRI13UTION

Cert ain fea rurcs of M osaic 2(b)125C (fig. (,7). and M o saic :1126 (fig . 6H) and M osaic 712H (fig. 70).
were in 11)7:1 attributed to ' the C o rin ian school' of Ro m auo- Hrirish mosaicists . No w , however,
tw o Corinian schools (or workshops) ha ve been po stulated and th ese attribut ions must therefore
be reconsidered . One o f th e schools. probab ly active in th e fir st quarter o f th e fourth centur y. is
that whi ch appears to have in vented the Ro m ano- Brirish type o f Orph ells mosa ic. Its crafrsnu-n
employed J. distinctive repertory o f design s, patterns, JIH.i motifs. and J few other figure
subjects . This can co nv eniently be called th e Corinian Orpheus School.' The repertory is well

" n ,). Sm ith. 105-11 in (; . Picard and H . Stern (cds. ). Ld ,\ ll15<1 iql/(' ( ; n Ytl· Hm'I,l i tlf (Pa ris, ll)h5: hereaft er Sm u ll
)1)6 5); iJ. pp. 97-102 III A .l.F . Rivet (cd. ). Tll e'R lwI,UI Villd ill Hrrt.,j" (11)(19: hen-after Smi th lWI(j); Smith 19~4 ,

pp.J(il-X. On the O rp heu s mosaics ill part icul ar sec also D.J. Smith. 'Orpheu s III Roman o..Briti"h I1w"Jics'IIIj. -P .
I Jarmon (cd. ). M lIS"i./u ('; Rt'flI/' ii J 'Jl llmmllXI'S ,I Henri Sin tl ( I ~H3) , pp. J 15-2M (hereafter Smuh PJHJ): hut cf Id. i ll

,\ l lls<l 1( (Bulletin of the Association fo r the Sw dy and Preser vat ion of Roman Mos.ucs}. N o. 7 (N ov. . 19M2) . pp.
22-3.
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73. Mosaic 10/31 (The Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England)

represented at a considerable nu mber of sites, o f wh ich it is relevant in the present context to

name Chedwo rth," With ington, " Wood chester ," all in Glou cesrershirc, and North Leigh in
Oxfordshirc.!" see, further below. As already observed (1973, 216, 218), panels in corridors at
Chedwo n h l l and Wood chester l 2 otTer close parallels for Mosaics 7/28 and 3/26 respectively but
Neal has noted that the workmanship of 7/28 and 3/26 is markedly inferior and this will later be
taken into account.

The second Cori nian school was much more widely active, pro bably after the ot her but not
necessarily in immediate succession to it. T here are indications tha t it was active in the second
quarter of the fourth cent ury. Figure-subjects were rare in the work of this school. It specialized
in a geo metric repenory of saltire-des igns with characteristic filling-motifs and in 'saltire- rclated'
designs of interl aced squares o f guilloche with the same and also ot her equall y characteristic
filling-motifs. This can conveniently be called the Corinian Saltire School. 13 Th e characteristic
filling-mot ifs arc not found in mosaics att ributable to the O rpheus School.

T urning now to the mosaics of Building Xll, I in Beeches Road, it must be noted that the
reports on the pot tery and coins from the site in general do not now suppo rt the late

7 H.C.H.M. (Eng.). A lIC;rnt and Historical MO"I41t1mts in Glou(tst~rs" irf I: Iror Agt a"d RpmiJno-British Alonum n lU i" 111f

G/Clu((stt'rshirr CQtsu'olds 1976: (hereafter H.C .H.M .. Glouuslrrshirr). Pis. 2-6.
, Ibid., PIs. 1J-16.
• Ibid.• PIs. 17- 23.

10 Smi th 1983.
11 H.C .H.M . Gl,lucesttrsllirr. PI. 6: corridor leading to Room 14.
12 Ibid., PI. 23: Co rrido r 2. panel at west end .
13 Smith 1984, pp. 368-9. This school was first suspected by Mr Neal: see Smith 1969, 97, n. 1.
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th ird-century da ting o i 1125A which still seemed possible wh en cal W.IS co mpiling his
C atalogue. The closest parallel ior thi s mosaic is still one of those at t.ydncv !' .Irk (Glos.) (1'17.1 .
217);" and it is interesting that N'·.I1 reco rds fcarur cs o f 1/25A which 'set the work .Ip.lrt from
other mosaics at Corini uru' and co ncludes that 'it is tempting to su~gt:s t that i b cre ato r \V.l S not .1

master o r pupil o ft he Corinia n school. ' At the s.nnc rim e. ho wever , w hile considering 1/ '25A ;11)<.1

2(.I)-(b)125B-C to be gene ra lly equ ivalent in standard workmanship he ,,·g.lld,'d 1/25A .IS

rcchuicall y superio r:15 and this rend s to suppo rt the evidence o f th e st ruc tural sequence (tig . 5)
which sugges ts th at 2(J)- (b)125B- C together co uld be later th an 1125A .

The subject and style oi 2(.I)1251l are certainly unparalleled in JIll' mosuc arrrib urab lc to either
of the two C o rin ian schools now postulated . Admittedly, the cantha rus bear s SO IllC n:SCl11 hIJIl Cl'

to the he avil y Muted o r gadroollcd bowls. from which (\\'0 large tapering leaves each terminati ng
at .I heart -shaped leaf curve o utw ard in opposite direct ions in so me salti rc- relarcd mosai cs (1117.1,
216-7); '" bur the datin g o f 2(.1)12513 to not earlier th an f. '>50 .Ig.1in li n lon ger suppo rts the
suggestio n (1')7.1. 217) rhat these bowls JppeJr to be vessels dev ol vcd from this cantha rus.
Rather, it nnw seems possible that the designer oi the cantharus must have been acq uainted with
.md influenced by th e motifoft he bowl of leaves . As for the l1ankin g (?) peaco cks in ivy-sc ro lls. it

I" H. .E .f\.1. JI H.I T .V . Whedcr. R fJ'MI tm Ih l' l:'xca"il!itltH 4 ,/u' Prehistoric, R 'lIPhlll ,mJ fJMI-J(lll1l,m Sirl' i ll Lydtll'Y HuJ.:.
Glouccs tcrshirc (1932), 65. 66 (iv). PI. XIX. u. remple. Room LXIV . Cf N eal. pp. ll!" }.....i.1. TIll' Wh eelers' da ring of
the.' tem ple- co mplex and its mo saics co }(HI7 at the earliest JPJX'J TS. h OWl' VCT, not to he oI.... urcd JS the}' believed
and J~ has been gene rally accepted hitherto; cf ibid.. pro 11 ()-2~ . PI. X X X V and UrrlJ"" iJ XIII ( tlJH2). )SO.
Nevertheless o n stylistic g rounds it still seems impos sible to regard the mosaic-, .I .. carhcr than Jh OlH tilt"
mid-fourth cen tury .

",1. pp . 35. bl.
11> Smith 19H4. Pis. oJ and 6. Also Neal. N o. 52.
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75. Mosaic 12/33 (The Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England)
Dra",1l by David S . Neal

is now worth adding to the analogies already noted at Wellow (id.) a panel in the Orpheus mosaic
in Littlecote Park (Wilts.) - a pavement dated to c. 360 and now attributable to the Corinian
O rpheus School '? - which depicts a cantha rus between confronted (?) panthers in ivy-scrolls.

It has also become clear that those features of 2(b)/25C which in 1973 appeared to be
rep resenta tive of 'the Corinian school' cannot be attributed to the O rpheus School. They do,
however, suggest the Saltire School, though admi ttedly one of them - the lozenges bearing a
form of scale-patte rn - has no exact parallel in its repertory and it m ust be added that the
repe rtory offers no parallel whatsoever for other notable featu res of this mosaic - the floral motifs
in poised squares, the cent ral figure of a hare, and the shaded frame encircling the hare.

N eal assigned the other mosaics of Building XII. 1 to a grade of workmanship lower than that
of 2(a)-(b)/25B-C, which may or may not be regard ed as indicating a yet later period. Mosaic
3/26 he desc ribed as 'very coarse' and 'very crude' ;18 and, altho ugh almost du plicate of a panel at
Woodchester and acco rdingly att rib ute d in 1973 to ' the Corinian school' (see above). Neal
considered that ' it must be regarded as either degenerate and a late example of their work or else
the work of an amateur.' He was prepared to accept for 3/26 a date in the mid-fourth century.

'Two rooms in the same house had even cruder floors ... ' 19 These were Mosaics 4 and 5
(1973, 215-6; figs . 28 and 27 respectively). It is perhaps worth noting that 5 now has an analogy
at Chedworth in a panel20 certainly not earlier and probably later than an adjacent panel" of
which the patt ern , tho ugh fragmentary. was at least closely similar to that of panels at

17 B. Walters and B. Phillips, Archaeological Excavations i'" Littltcott Park, Wiltshire, 1979 and80: Stcond Interim Rrpon
(Lin lecore Park: privately printed). Smith 1969, PI. 3.16; Smith 1983. pp. 323-4, PI. CCIX.

" Neal, pp. 35. 62.
19 Ibid.• p. 35.
zo Ibid., No. 19: the 'threshold' panel.
2\ Ibid., panel 2.
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Woodchester 22 and North Leigh23 in mosaics attributable to the Corinian Orpheus School. 24 On
structural evidence Mosaics 3/26, 4 and 5 must be either contemporary with or later than
modifications to Building XII, 1 (fig. 7), and 4 and 5 arc so closely similar to one another as to
imply that these two at least were lain contemporaneously.

On the evidence of structural sequence all the mosaics of Building XII,2 were either
contemporary with or later than modifications to this house (fig. 31). Neal assigned 6/27 (fig. 69)
and 10/31 (fig. 73) to the same grade of workmanship as that of 1/25A and 2(a)-(b)/25B-e in
Building XII, 1, but 7/28 (fig. 70), 8/29 (fig.71), 9/30 (fig.72) and 11/31 (fig. 73) and 12/32 (fig.
75) to the same grade as that of3/26 in that building. He also considered 7/28, 9/30, and 11/32 to
be possibly the work of one mosaicist and 8/29 and 11/32 to be probably contemporary, with the
implication that all four could be contemporary.

The chessboard pattern of 10/31 is too common to be attributable to any particular school.
Almost the same might be said of the swastika-meander pattern of 6/27 were it not that in
Cirencester this recalls the widespread employment of swastika-meander borders and patterns in
mosaics attributable to the Corinian Orpheus School;25 but there is no parallel in the known
repertory of this school for the labyrinth (of unusual form) in this mosaic.j" In Neal's opinion
both the workmanship and the geometry of this pavement suggest 'a most accomplished
mosaicist and designer ... '

As already noted, Neal has recorded that the workmanship of7/28 is much inferior to that of
the mosaics attributable to the Orpheus School with which it has affinities; and it now appears
too late in date for attribution to that school. The guilloche mat of8/29 is another pattern, like the
chessboard ofl0/31, too common to be attributable to any school. In 9/30, however, as Neal has
remarked, it is tempting to sec the remains of a central flower ofsixteen-pointed petals of a type,
generally with a guilloche knot at the centre, which is employed in certain saltirc-relatcd mosaics
of the Corinian Saltire Schoolr" but, again, he has commented that the workmanship of 9/30 is
inferior to these and that it cannot have been produced by the same craftsmen. It mayor may not
be worth noting that the heart-shaped leaves with tendrils in this mosaic seem probably derived
from those so often employed in angles of geometric panels in mosaics of the Orpheus School;"
and that the central quadrifoliate motif of mosaic 11/32 is a variant of that of another mosaic of
Lydney Park. 29

All things considered, on the ceramic and numismatic evidence for the periods of construction
and occupation of Building XII, 1 and XII, 2, on the evidence of structural sequence in both
buildings, and on that of stylistic features and of standard of workmanship of most of their
mosaics, it is impossible to attribute any mosaic to either of the two Corinian schools.

This is not to say, however, that they cannot be attributable to any school. Here it must be
recalled that at Withington (c. 12 miles north of Cirenccstcr-Connnen) an Opheus mosaic of the
Corinian type was partly superseded by a panel depicting a bust of Neptune with aquatic
creatures and other motifs characteristic of the Durnovarian School, though degenerate.P" This
panel is the clearest indication that territory which has once been the preserve of mosaicists of the
two Corinian schools came in time to be served by mosaicists of the Durnovarian School. An
analoguous panel is known even in Cori"illlll irself;" and it seems probable that other

22 i.c. those at each angle of the Orpheus mosaic. RC.H.M., Cloucestershirc, PI. 17; Neal. No. 87, including
monochrome illustrations 87a and 87b.

23 Smith 1965, fig. 16.
24 Smith 1984, pp. 367-8.
25 e.g. if. R.C.H.M. Cloucestershire, PIs. 3-6, 16-19, 22, 23.
26 Neal, Fig. 18.
27 Smith 1984, pp. 368-9. Pis. 5-7, 9.
28 e.g. see R.C.H.M. Cioucestershire, Pis. 17,22 (Room 12); Neal, No. 87, including monochrome illustrations 87a,

87b.
29 Wheeler and Wheeler, op. cit., (n. 14), p. 66, PI. XXI: 'long building'. Room L.
30 Smith 1965, pp. 99-105, Fig. 11; Smith 1969, pp. 112-3, PI. 3.11; Smith 1984, p. 370, PI. 11.
at A. Rainey, Mosaics in Roman Britain (1973), PI. 8A; Smith 1969, p. 112; id., p. 122, No. (53), PI. 6.Xa in). Munby

and M. Hcnig (cds.), Roman Life tl1ld Art in Britain (1977).
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unquestionably late mosaics in Gloucestershire and adjacent counties which depict aquatic
creatures, including another mosaic of Lydney Park,32 can best be interpreted as additional
evidence for an eventual northward expansion of the original sphere of operations of the
Durnovarian School. 33 As far as it is at present possible to envisage the period of this school it
appears to range from c. 340/350 to at least c. 3703 4

There is also, however, evidence to suggest that Durnovarian mosaicists working in former
Corinian territory copied elements from mosaics of both the Corinian schools: presumably they
were called in to repair, or even to reconstruct, pavements executed by their precursors, as well
as to lay new mosaics as at Withington. A mosaic in Dorchester-Durnovaria itself can hardly be
explained except as a striking instance of their eclecticism: here, small-scale saltire-designs,
sixteen-petalled flowers, and other motifs characteristic of the repertory of the Saltire School
were employed in arrangements and with other features quite uncharacteristic of the saltire and
saltire-related designs from which they must derive. 35 Further instances, though less
immediately obvious, could be cited. In the present context mosaic 3/26, at least the swastika
meander pattern of 6/27, mosaic 7/28, and the heart-shaped leaves in 9/30, can now be seen as
almost certainly derived from the repertory of the Orpheus School. Features almost certainly
derived from the repertory of the Saltire School are the lozenges containing two white triangles
set apex-to-apex on a dark ground (1973, 216, nn. 3-7), the lozenges containing short-strips of
guilloche (id.), probably the lozenges bearing a type of scale-pattern, one of which in particular is
clearly related to lozenges subdivided into four smaller lozenges, each divided longitudinally and
having the two halves differently coloured (id., 4, 7-9; the mosaic referred to in n. 4 is Neal, No.
52), the lozenge containing a (?) rhomboidal double swastika (suggested, with probability, by
Neal), and the interlaced squares of guilloche, all in mosaic 2(b)/25C, and the sixteen-petalled
flower of9/30. A guilloche mat in a posed square in 2(b)125C could derive from the repertory of
either of the Corinian schools. On the other hand, panel (a) and other features of panel (b) of
mosaic 2/25C, the outer border of 9/30, and mosaic 11/32 seem more probably of Durnovarian
origin.?" In short, although as yet there is no parallel for the labyrinth of 6/27 in the repertory of
either of the Corinian schools or in that of the Durnovarian School, and accepting 4, 5, 8/29, and
10/31 as unrepresentative of any particular school, there are grounds for ascribing this most
interesting and important group of mosaics to a 'Durno-Corinian' phase in the history of the
Durnovarian School.V

It remains to comment on the hare and its encircling shaded frame in mosaic 2(b)125C. The
only other figure of a hare known in Romano-British mosaics is in an otherwise quite unrelated
mosaic which was found at Pit Meads in Wiltshire (1973, 216), while five of the seven British
sites with parallels for the shaded circle arc in the counties of Dorset and Somerset adjacent to
Wiltshire. 38 It is noteworthy that the part of Roman Britain today represented by Dorset and

32 Wheeler and Wheeler, op. cit., p. 66, PI. XIX, A: temple, cella.

33 Smith 1969, p. 112, n.4, p. 113; Smith 1984, pp. 370-2.
34 Smith 1984, pp. 37(H.
35 Smith 1984, p. 372, PI. 12. Rainey, op. cit., PI. 6.
36 The border 0[9/30 has a close analogy in that of a pavement in Colliton Park, Dorchester (Dorset), described as

'probably . .. early fourth century': R.C.H.M. (Eng.), An Inventory oj the Historical Monuments in the County of
Dorset II-South-East Part iii (1970), 553, PI. 220 (Building 1, Room 10114, Sonth part). Although the design of this
mosaic is outside the repertory of the Dumovarian School as at present known, and the proposed dating also
appcarsto exclude attribution to the Durnovarian School, there may possibly have been an occasion when at least
the border was copied into its repertory. It is certainly interesting, and perhaps not mere coincidence, that the site
in Colli ton Park also affords a parallel for the most curious plan of the channelled hypocaust inserted into the
second room to the west of that in which 9/30 was laid (at the same timc?). The design from which that of 11/32
may have been adapted (Neal) is one both employed and adapted in mosaics attributable to the Durnovarian
School, e.g. at Frampton (Smith 1965, Fig. 6), Hemsworth (ibid., Fig. 9), Hinton St. Mary (ibid. Fig. 5; Neal, No.
61), all in Dorset, but is so far unrepresented in any mosaic attributable to either of the Corinian schools.

37 Smith 1984, p. 372.
38 Neal, No. 69, n.1 lists six Romano-British mosaics in which shaded cable is employed, but only in five of these

docs the pattern take the form ofa circle. In the sixth, from Silchester (Hants.), it is simply a straight band. Two
other instances, however, can be cited, from Wadcford (Combe St. Nicholas) and Ilchcster, both in Somerset:
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Somerset was undoubtedly the original sphere ofoperations of the Durnovarian School. Both the
hare and the shaded circle are, however, motifs quite uncharacteristic of mosaics north of the
Alps. They are essentially Mediterranean motifs. The hare of2(b)/25C almost certainly derived
from the motif of a hare nibbling grapes, instances of which can be cited from as early as a small
Pompeian painting of the 'still-life' category'? to at least as late as e. A.D. 400 in a mosaic of
Antioch."? In fact, this motif is a regular feature of the repertory of the so-called 'xenia-mosaics'
which appear to have been popular as pavements for triclinis in North Africa, particularly
Byzacena;"! but here two exceptional representations have been noted in which the grapcs are
replaced by a pomegranate and a branch with figs respectively.V and the hare in 2(b)/25C is at
least nibbling at a plant. Here its choice as the central motif may indicate that this mosaic was the
pavement of a triclinium, which presumably superseded an earlier triclinium in the adjacent room
with Mosaic 1/25A.

Mosaic 2(b)125C therefore offers additional evidence, especially important because almost
certainly dated to later than c. 350, for contributions from the Mediterranean - not to say more
precisely North Africa - to the repertory of the Durnovarian School. 43 Furthermore, it is clear
that mosaics henceforth discovered in the respective spheres of operations of the two Corinian
schools must be subjected to exceptionally careful scrutiny and attributed, if attributable at all, in
the light of the standard of workmanship as well as of stylistic considerations and any
chronological evidence.

In fact, certain present attributions to one or other of the two Corinian schools have long been
recognised as having anomalous or degenerate features and some have recently been questioned.
Among these are the Orpheus mosaic of Newton St. Loe (Som.)44 and even that of
Withington,'s and the saltire-related design of Wigginton (Oxon).4(, At Newton St. Loe the
arrangement of the animals in confronted pairs (at least as originally intended), instead of in the
circular procession characteristic of Romano-British Orpheus mosaics,"? was paralleled only ten
miles distant in the putative Orpheus mosaic of Whatley (SOI11.), contiguous with which was a
panel characteristic of the Durnovarian repcrtory.f" At Newton St. Loe again and also at
Withington the frisky style of the animals contrasts with the subdued pacing of those of the other
Romano-British Orpheus mosaics (that of Brading excepted), and the stag and hind of Newton
St. Loe are very reminiscent of the deer in the hunting scenes which are a feature of the
Durnovarian repertory:"? but at Withington the associated birds relate this panel to the Orpheus

L.C. Hayward, The llthcstcr Mead Roman Villa (Guernsey, 1982), p. 53. That of Wadeford, discovered ill 1810, is
recorded ill a drawing (by a Mr. Knott) in Somerset County Museum. A more accurate description of the 'shaded
cable' in all these instances would be 'symmetrically shaded' circle or band. as the case may he.

39 Naples, Musco Nazionalc, No. 8644. Sec Croisille, 'Lcs Natures Mertes campanicnncs: repertoire dcscriptif des
pcinturcs de nature mortc du Musec National de Naples, de Pompeii, Herculaneum et Srabcs', Collection Latcmus
LXXVI (1965).

4() D. Levi, Am;och Mosaic Pavements (1947), 304-5, with a discussion of the motif, PI. LXCIII, b. Por the daring see
illid.. p. 626.
K.M.D. Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa (1978), p. 124; S. Gozlan, 'A propos de quelques pavements
africains: Ics xenia ct l'iconographic dionysiaquc', pp. 73-87 in Y. Duval (cd.). Mosaiquc Romaine 'Tardive:
I'lconogrophie dll Temps - Ies Programmes lconographicues des Maisons AjricQiucs (paris, 1981).

42 Gozlan, toe. cit., p. 85, n.7.
43 Cf Smith 1969,117, n.2. This school also seems most probably the intermediary through which North African

influence reached the figured mosaics of Rudston (N. Humberside): D.J. Smith, pp. 137-8 in l.M. Stead, Rndston
Roman Villa (1980); id., pp. 133-4 in M. Henig (cd.), A Handbook: of Roman Art ('1983). For these mosaics see also
Neal, Nos. 66, 69; and for the African character and proposed dating (c.350-375) of the charioteer mosaic (Ne:!.I,
No. 69) sec now K.M.D. Dunbabin. pp. 74-76, 88. No. 20. in Amer. [our, 4 Arclraeology 86 (1982).

44 Smith 1965, p. 107, Fig. 10; Smith 1969, pp. 98-99, PI. 10; Smith 1983, pp. 316-7, PI. CCIII, 2. Cf. Neal, p, 122,
4S Smith 1965. p. 107, Fig. 11; Smith 1969, pp. 99. PI. 3.11; Smith 1983. p. 317. PI. CCIV, 1; Then read: Smith 1984,

p. 370. 1'1. 11.
46 Smith 1969. p. 97.
47 H. Stern. Gallia XIII (19SS). pp. 49-63, 75-76. Smith 1965, p. 106; Smith 1969, pp. 97-98; Smith 1983, p. 315.
48 Smith 1977, p. 127, No. (75), PI. 6.XXXb; Smith 1969, p. 111,11.4; Smith 1983, pp. 324-6, PI. CCXI, 2.
49 Cj. particularly the fleeing stag turning back its head in a panel ofthe mosaic from Hinton St. Mary: Neal, No. 61.
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mosaic of the Corinian Orpheus School at Woodchester (Glos. )50 and the obviously Durnovarian
panel contiguous with the Orpheus panel is clearly secondary to it (see above). As for the mosaic
of Wigginton, in Neal's judgement this was 'a late and degenerate product perhaps later than c.
350.' If so, it dates from the period of the Beeches Road mosaics; and one of its features in
particular could be a Durnovarian development of a distinctive motif of the Corinian Saltire
School.

Also to be considered in the present context are certain mosaics in the respective spheres of
operation of the two Corinian schools which have so far remained unattributed to either. Such,
for example are those of the villa at Whittington Court (Glos.), excluding that of Room 3,53 and
the panel of double-pelta roundels at Chcdworth.P:'

It is therefore a measure of the importance of the Beeches Road mosaics that their
reconsideration now necessitates a comprehensive review of many other pavements in the
respective territories of the two Corinian schools; but the ramifications of this cannot be further
pursued here.

so One, depicted as scratching the back of its head, is a motif exclusive to these two mosaics.
Neal's 'row of interlocking lotus buds facing in alternate directions' could be more significantly described as a band
of contiguous and alternately reversed bowls from each of which two tapering leaves curve outward in opposite
directions. ' In other words, this is dearly a pattern derived from one of the characteristic motifs, here degenerate,
of the saltire-rclatcd mosaics of the Corinian Saltirc School; and it is at least interesting that the few
Romano-British parallels for the expanded guillochc in this mosaic include one in a mosaic of Lydney Park in
which there arc also interlaced squares of guilloche: Wheeler and Wheeler, op. cit.. PI. XX, B (see above, n. 14).

52 R.C.H.M., Gloftceslershire, PI. 9: Corridor II, Room 5. Dated to c. 330-360 Or later: Smith 1969, pp. 80-81; Smith
1984, p. 372, n. 30.

53 R.C.H.M., Gloucestershire, PI. 6: Room 14. Smith 1984, p. 372, n. 30. Excepting an instance at Lincoln the
double-pelta roundel is a motif known singly and in all-over patterns only in west and south-west England. The
other instances are from Hemsworth (Dorset: mosaic in Dorset County Museum), Wellow (Som.: Vel. Mon. I,
1747, PI. LI), and Newton St. Loc (lithograph in H. Lloyd Nichols, Description oJthe Roman Villa . . . at Newton St.
Lee, 1839; hence Rainey, op. cit., pI. 12, B).


